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May Day Queen and Her Court

Election Today Will Determine

The masque and the mantle—age old symbols of actors everywhere. On our campus we mean even more than that for they symbolize the dramatic soc.

Masque and Mantle Symbolize

Actors Everywhere—Even Here

Block System

Initiated

A new plan of student teaching is being prepared for the 1944-45 school year. Assignments will be made according to the Block System during an eight week period free of examinations. Each student will be assigned to a teaching position for three weeks, then be dropped from the teaching duties for one week during the entire period.

A new organization has been formed in all subject areas on a per semester basis. This plan will also provide opportunity to study pupil rese.

Masks of the Modern Dancer

Under the direction of Miss

Eunice Hartman, practical for their retail.

---The Modern Theme---

Pledges For Thousand Dollar

WSF Drive Will Be Today

Pledges may be made to the WSFS by those who would rather make their payment later on in the month, according to Miss Hartman.

Since the end of last week's drive culminated during a meeting of the Panhellenic council on Monday evening, the drive will be continued until May 31st, according to Miss Hartman, who presided over the meeting.

There are a few pledges that may be made to the WSFS by those who would like to contribute to the fund. These pledges may be made to the pledge desk in the Business Office, May 24th and 25th.

These pledges should be made to the WSFS by those members of the seniority and fraternal organizations.

Representatives from the inter-


Carmel, Mary Jane; Alpha Phi, Patrice Bohmer; Bic, Elizabeth; Sigma Phi Epsilon, Karen Martin; Alpha Sigma Tau, Carol Bright; Delta Phi Omega, Patricia Walker; Delta Delta Delta, Patricia White.

The masque and the mantle—age old symbols of actors everywhere. On our campus we mean even more than that for they symbolize the dramatic soc.
Our own May Day will fall on Friday, May 26, this year. We have a Queen to elect and preparations to make. It is a day that will shape quite a few events in our diaries. It is an affair that has never before had an equal. And that is why it is significant for this day is 'special-scholarship.'

For our Seniors, however, this is the year the final sale of caps and gowns may take place. The Sweetheart of the Flirtation Committee will be the one who goes through the memories to their very face as the date on the calendar. They were freshmen . . . sophomores . . . seniors . . . and each has contributed to the year's history. Do your part in helping to make the day a memorable one. Perhaps the heathen In which you find yourself has never heard of your social sorority May 26, '44. 'Sit down, read it by heart.'

Perhaps the heathens of your social sorority May 26, '44. "Sit down, read it by heart.'
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but from then on only three men
ended the threat.

their half of the eighth inning
of the ball game.

steaming hot tea and big delicious
fixing potatoes to be baked. The
playing in a bucket of mud—or
bon-fires in real Girl Scout fashion,
Martin for the first and only run

Shirley Gusscott won over Vir-
Betty Long was the loser.

Cpl. Irving Unger, Camp Perry
The Falcons loaded the bases in
The meal was topped off with
Factory Music

NEW PLAYER
A/2Lt Don Whitehead reported to the Falcon baseball team last week. He played in an errorless game in which he was given a vanity uniform. Don played out-field and pitched during his high school days in Indianapolis, Indiana.

TIGER’S DEBUT
A /2Lt Don Whitehead proved that he is more than a chatter-

Baseball Veteran Lt. Ferguson. Caught By Old Diamond
Every year about this time as the warm sun pours down
the youngsters playing baseball in the coronet, the hit-
biggest showing in their grade school
The Bishop opened their track

Staub Drums
Willow Stout, sid, is the drum

Naval Station Nine Play First Game Here Friday
The Toledo Naval Station baseball team will play the
on the University diamond on Friday at 1:30 p.m.

Clansmen Meet
Thelmas Meal
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- - Marine Battery Mates - -

The Falcons Blank Perry As DiMarco Scatters Three Hits
Pvt. DiMarco scattered three hits and struck out
division as men and he and his team mates blanked Perry
1 to 0 on the local diamond last Friday night.
The Falcons played errorless ball in helping DiMarco
the ninth straight season in which bringing his total to 42
scoreless innings pitched thus far this season.
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